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Abstract
When Agile grew in prominence in the last decade and half, one of the big questions it posed was about
the relevance of the role of a test manager in Agile. And today, the question stands extended beyond
Agile. With organizations looking to drive down Quality Assurance (QA) costs, complemented by
advancements in technology and organizations’ QA maturity, the role of the traditional test manager is
surely at crossroads.
What does it mean for the test manager? It means that the test manager’s role will evolve and spawn
newer dimensions that hitherto had been outside the traditional scope or had remained secondary. The
test manager will not just manage the test phase deliverables and the associated costs, quality,
schedules and risks, but will play an expansive role in the project’s or program’s overall scheme of things.
There are at least three distinct newer dimensions of a test manager’s role that are becoming apparent.
The first is that of a technology evangelist, wherein the test manager drives adoption of tools,
technologies and innovations. Instead of just managing the adoption process, the test manager will have
hands-on involvement in all phases from conceptualization, through to design, pilot and
institutionalization.
The second is where the test manager plays an integration specialist, integrating and influencing the
multiple disparate Information Technology (IT) functions that matter for total quality. The areas, to name a
few, include infrastructure production readiness, code release management, application production
performance, software development life cycle (SDLC) governance, quality management office (QMO),
and even merger and acquisition (M&A) synergism.
The third is that of a value manager, that ensures that all quality initiatives, operational or strategic,
deliver the value for their investment. This will require the test manager to adopt proven value frameworks
such as the balanced scorecard (BSC) or earned value management (EVM) and institutionalize them
within the project or program.
The paper will elaborate the role dimensions described above, and the best practices and frameworks
test managers can leverage to successfully transition into their redefined role expectations.
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1 Introduction: The Changing World Of Quality Assurance
A lot has changed in the world of software testing over the past two decades. Testing has evolved from
being an adjunct phase to development in the 1990s, to being recognized as a critical SDLC phase in the
early 2000s, going on to become a strategic enabler for Information Technology (IT) in the last 10 years.
In the journey, testing itself has morphed into QA. Over the next decade or so, QA is poised to evolve into
a diffused engineering phase that not just fulfills the cost and speed priorities of IT and businesses, but
also ensures customer experience, which in turn has become the ultimate yardstick for quality.
The evolution of testing is summarized in Table-1 below.
Table-1: Evolution of Testing
Time Period

Key Characteristics of Testing
Adjunct to development

1990s

- Afterthought
- Left to the less skilled, lower paid
- Few tools and little automation
- No management visibility / involvement
Important phase in SDLC

Early 2000s

- Key to good quality software
- Planned and monitored as a phase
- Explosion of tools, but no tool strategy
- Management involvement rudimentary
Strategic to IT organization

2005-2015

- Own budget, clear leadership and ownership
- High visibility to executive management
- Integrated test activities, tool selection
Diffused engineering phase driving business assurance

2015+

-

Focus on customer experience
Automation of all wait-times
End-to-end integrated tool sets and delivery platforms enabling
continuous delivery

Technology, business and people factors have all played a part in this transformation, as evident from the
specific examples quoted below:
o
o

o

o

In keeping with the demands of today’s businesses, IT organizations demand faster, cheaper,
and higher quality testing
The complexities of the IT landscape have increased tremendously with social, cloud and mobile
technologies. It means QA will have to test devices, infrastructure, and end-user experience, and
not merely software applications.
Speed to market is a prime concern for majority of the businesses. IT needs to have capabilities
to deploy changes in production, even several times a day. The software delivery has evolved in
tandem from Waterfall to Iterative to those that support continuous delivery.
Focus on functionality has given way to customer experience. With social media and mobile
devices penetrating all walks of life, end-user experience has become the ultimate measure of
quality.
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o

Focus on defect detection has shifted to defect prevention and is progressing towards defect
prediction through the use of analytics. Testing techniques are changing from black-box to more
white-box.

2 What Do The Changes Mean To The Test Manager
Test management is the practice of organizing and controlling the process and artifacts required for the
testing effort. Test management allows teams to plan, develop, execute, and assess all testing activities
within the overall software development effort. This includes coordinating efforts of all those involved in
the testing effort, tracking dependencies and relationships among test assets and, most importantly,
defining, measuring, and tracking quality goals.
Historically, the role of a test manager was centered on managing the testing phase within the SDLC. In
this role, the test manager planned and managed the budget, schedules, resources, risks and
communication associated with performing quality verification activities for a software project. The role of
test manager vis-à-vis that of the project or program manager was structured in a way that confined the
test manager mostly to the test phase. Integration, technology management and even quality governance
were viewed as functions secondary or far removed from the test manager’s role.
With the advent of Agile methodologies, the role of the traditional test manager came under scrutiny.
Agile was founded on team traits like self-organizing, role blurring and skill diversification. Development
and testing were tightly integrated within the Agile sprints. Hence, managing testing as a separate phase
ceased to be a need. Instead, test management got diffused into the project team. On the other hand, the
test manager’s role took on newer responsibilities such as educating and coaching testers to instill an
Agile culture based on technology and tool skills.
The changes to the test manager role did not remain limited to Agile. The technology, business and
people changes that had been sweeping IT brought in newer challenges for the test manager to handle.
Traditional test management no longer proved sufficient to meet the demands of the changing IT
landscape of speed to market, ultimate end-user experience, all this while driving costs down
continuously.
Three significant areas of change are as illustrated in Picture-1 and described in detail in the sections that
follow.

Picture-1
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2.1

Technology Evangelization

Technological complexities combined with speed to market needs have limited the efficiencies that can
be achieved through mere process improvements. Meeting business objectives requires the test manager
to possess superior technical skills to be able to comprehend the complexities and heterogeneity of the
landscape, and excellent knowledge of the market-leading tools and solutions. More often than not, the
solution for technological complexities and speed to market needs lies in the use of integrated tool sets
and intelligent test platforms. The test manager should be technically inclined, lest the tool strategy
remains non-operationalized.

2.2

Multi-Function Integration

From just managing test deliverables and test phases, to influencing and integrating several factors
outside the QA realm to meet the cost, time and quality objectives of the project, it signals a significant
shift in the scope and approach of test management. While the scope of testing itself has expanded
beyond functional testing to other areas such as performance, security, infrastructure, usability and so on,
it is quite evident that failures and risks are significantly higher at the interfaces of these test areas.
Managing the disparate components in an integrated and seamless fashion is vital to the success of the
program.

2.3

Value Management

Notwithstanding the institutionalization of the above two role changes, the test manager’s role wouldn’t be
complete without incorporating value management. Continuous and proactive planning, tracking and
communication of value to the key stakeholders in IT, business and end-user communities, collectively
referred to as value management, is a vital role of the test manager in today’s context.

3 Technology Evangelization
Unless the test manager is technically inclined, the type of solutions tried out to solve problems will mostly
be limited to traditional document- and process-based methods. In reality, the complexities in the IT
landscape demand technology-based solutions.
A case in point is the adoption of white-box testing. To engineer quality across the SDLC, testing early or
parallel to development is a major strategy, referred to as shift-left. It requires the test team to be well
versed with white-box techniques such as static code reviews, dynamic code profiling and componentlevel testing, where the test items are typically developer objects such as stored procedures, Java
classes, web services, etc. This marks a significant deviation from the current black-box (requirementbased) test approaches, which require a system to be available in its entirety before QA can test. Whitebox testing approaches come with their own tool needs and different sets of test management
requirements and challenges. Planning the test activities to be ingrained with development requires the
test manager to be well versed with the development methodologies for various type of technologies.
Another example is the advocacy of integrated tool sets and platforms. As much as the benefits they
bring, the risk involved in tool decisions is high too. The test manager has to be technically adept and
well-aware of the market leading tools, in order to make the right tool choices.
From the above examples, it is quite evident that the days of document- and process-based test
management are past. The test manager will have to play the role of a technology evangelist. As the
technology adoption mostly occurs when a project or a program is in flight, the test manager’s hands-on
involvement is vital to its success.
As a technology evangelist, the test manager will have the responsibility for the end-to-end food chain of
technology adoption from conceptualization to implementation. It will require an organizational framework
to be defined that integrates the processes listed below, and further illustrated in Picture-2.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Identification of pain areas and recognizing patterns of issues
Platform to solicit solutions
Evaluation of alternatives and shortlisting of solutions/tools
Conducting proof of concept (PoC) / proof of value (PoV)
Defining roadmap for wider adoption
Socialization and change management
Metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) to track adoption and value

Picture-2

3.1

A Case Study For Technology Evangelization

Table-2 below documents a case study of a technology adoption, that of Service Virtualization (SV), for
an enterprise customer that illustrates the use of the evangelization framework.
Table-2: Technology Evangelization Framework
Framework
Component

Details



Problem
Identification





Test environment conflicts resulting from sharing 30 out of 95 applications
across multiple environment landscapes.
Wait times of 2-6 weeks for projects to get test environments contributing to
project delays
Higher environment maintenance with eight integrated test landscapes
Poor environment stability with approximately 16% of all defects being
environment defects
High failure rate of end-to-end automated test flows due to environment issues.

Late defect detection in SDLC with over 80% of all defects being caught in testing
phase or later.
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Pattern Analysis

Environment issues formed the single biggest category of issues impacting the
faster, cheaper and better objectives of QA for three years in succession (2012, 2013
and 2014).
Two major solutions were considered:



Service virtualization
Cloud environment provisioning (on-demand)

Service virtualization addressed all of the problems listed above.
Cloud environment provisioning addressed the first three, whereas the last three
required different solutions such as environment monitoring and white-box testing.
Further, cost and security concerns did not favor the cloud solution.
Service virtualization was selected as the solution to move forward with.
Two service virtualization tools were evaluated.
Solution
Evaluation

Based on protocol support, license cost, and skilled resource availability one tool was
selected over the other.
A business case was created highlighting the costs and benefits. Return on
investment (ROI) analysis was done as a part of the business case.

Proof of
Concept

With trial licenses and support from the tool vendor, a proof of concept was
performed. A few services and interfaces were virtualized, and the objectives of
reduced environment wait-times, better environment stability and early defect
detection were verified.


Roadmap for
Adoption





Q4 2014  Tool purchase and installation, analysis and scoping, tool training,
team ramp up
Q1 2015  Quick wins. 50 services based on Q1, Q2 project release priorities.
Services to be used only by System Integration Test (SIT) and Regression Test
teams.
Q2 2015  50 services based on Q2, Q3 project release priorities. Services to
be socialized with Development teams for use in Unit Testing and System
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Testing.
Q3, Q4 2015  75 services based on SIT, Regression Test, Unit Test and
System Test priorities. Service Virtualization leverage in Performance Testing
and Automation Integration planned.
Socialization of the concept of service virtualization across the organization was
planned through multiple forums such as:


Socialization
and Change
Management





Trade shows
Town halls
Lunch and learn sessions

This was to be followed by more formal one-to-one interaction sessions with each
Development team, to demonstrate the services already virtualized, and to plan the
future scope in their respective areas.
Implementation

As detailed out in the roadmap section.
Value Analysis starts with defining an appropriate set of metrics that can measure the
objectives defined. The following metrics were defined for this initiative.

Value Analysis

The metrics are tracked and reported periodically at operational and strategic levels.
(Strategic level reporting is described in detail in the Value Management section).
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4 Multi-Function Integration
Taking quality beyond the testing phase and infusing it across the SDLC requires a test manager to not
just interact, but integrate and influence several vital IT functions outside QA.
From years of experience in test management, it should be quite evident that the maximum risk for quality
assurance is at the points of integration of multiple disciplines. A test manager cannot afford this vital area
to become a blind spot. As an organization matures in its QA, failures in production are not as much due
to lack of process and rigor within a specific discipline as due to the lack of adequate handshake and
communication across the disciplines.
Quoted below are a few examples to drive home the point.
A last minute code change is approved for deployment just based on a quick functional test, whereas the
performance and regression impacts are overlooked due to time and cost constraints. A database or
operating system patch is moved into production through the business-as-usual (BAU) channel, without
adequate assessment of the impacts to application functionality or performance. The infrastructure design
and build for a new application is approved for production, without considering the lower environment
build requirements.

4.1

The Key Integration Areas

The major areas of integrations are shown in Picture-3 below, and further detailed out in Table-3, along
with some of the typical interactions that occur between QA and this group. The expanded role of the test
manager will change the characteristic of the relationship from "interact" to "integrate and influence".

Picture-3
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Table-3: Areas of Integration
Area of Integration

Key Interactions

Project / Program
Management

Risk and issue management, scope control, status reporting, dependency
tracking and management.

PMO and QMO

Continuous process improvements, metrics and KPI definitions, baselining
and tracking, defining and maintaining estimation guidelines,

Application Development

Early involvement in requirements and design, white-box or component
level test enablement, tracking and sharing Development vendor
performance KPI.

Release Management

Define release calendar, control release scope creep, and govern code
deployment to production and lower environments.

Enterprise Architecture

Review and maintain solution blueprints, non-functional requirement review
and maintenance, access to application and server inventory in production
and lower environments.

Enterprise Tools Group

Introduce new tool ideas, perform PoC or PoV, garner support for tool
decisions, and propagate tool adoption.

Change Control /
Management

Define / update Change Request (CR) process, enforce CR governance.

Production Support /
Operations

Production ticket analytics, production incident root cause analysis, proactive production monitoring of applications.

Infrastructure Design
and Capacity Planning

Lower environment build and maintenance, right-scaling of performance
test environments, planning production capacity based on performance
baselines.

Infrastructure Support

Establish or leverage proactive production monitoring of servers.

Business Integration

Drive early business involvement in QA test phases, to involve business in
data strategy, production incident root cause/pattern analysis.

4.2

Right Organizational Structure As An Integration Enabler

One of the key factors aiding the integration and influencing aspects is the organizational structure. The
organization structure should be designed for efficiency, effectiveness and integration. While the test
manager should be sufficiently empowered to influence and integrate the functions within and outside QA,
the organizational structure should complement this by clearly defining the escalation routes to support
the test manager.
Picture-4 depicts an example where the functions within and outside QA are organized for optimal
efficiency, effectiveness and integration.
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Picture-4
In the organizational structure shown above, the QA Manager has counterparts from each tower (PMO,
Security, Infrastructure, Development and QA Shared Services) that he or she can work with to integrate
and influence the functions to achieve the program objectives.
There is a clearly defined escalation mechanism, from the QA Manager to the QA Program Manager, and
further up to the QA Leadership, to handle issues that call for upper management involvement.

5 Value Management
While the first two extended roles, that of technology evangelization and multi-function integration, focus
on quality and speed, the third dimension, that of value management, focuses on the balance between
quality, speed and cost, assuring maximum value and alignment with the organization's objectives.
In this role, the test manager has to manage the value realization from QA’s operational and strategic
initiatives. In today’s world, where the cost of quality is under scrutiny, the importance of this role cannot
be overemphasized.

5.1

Balanced Scorecard Technique

Value management can be performed through the use of the balanced scorecard technique, whereby the
organization's strategic objectives are translated into tactical and operational objectives. The
technological initiatives and operations must achieve or align with strategic objectives, fully or partially.
The strategic alignment is critical to ensure executive support for the initiatives and operations. This
hierarchical organization is demonstrated in Picture-5.
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Picture-5

5.2

A Case Study For Value Management

Tables 4 and 5 below form a case study that illustrates the use of the balanced scorecard technique as
applied to an enterprise customer’s QA organization.
Table-4: Balanced Scorecard Aligning QA Objectives to Org Strategy
Organization’s Strategic
IT Objectives
QA Objectives (SMART)
Intent

Build culture, talent and
employee engagement

New vision, structure, operating
model and governance
Improve collaboration and skill
sets

Increase customer satisfaction (CSAT)
by 20% over the course of the year
through improved service levels, better
business and IT alignment of QA

Deliver key business enabling
solutions

Extend quality across the SDLC to
enable early (pre-test) defect detection
for 90% of the projects and achieve
pre-User Acceptance Test (UAT)
defect removal efficiency (DRE) of
92% for all projects

Gain efficiencies

Cost effective technology delivery
and support

Reduce QA cost to 20% of overall
project cost, from the current 25%,
through multiple efficiency levers
(automation, regression, onsiteoffshore ratio) and innovations.

Focus on growth

Deliver enhanced colleague and
customer experience

Reduce major production incidents in
the area of customer facing
applications such as eCommerce,
Loyalty and Supply Chain.

Focus on operational

Resilient technology, stable and

Contribute to faster IT delivery by

Be the best in food
business
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excellence

secure

achieving 10% reduction on the
identified QA dependencies/schedules
such as data refreshes, environment
provisioning and web performance
testing.

Once the QA objectives are aligned with the organizational and IT objectives, the next step is to align the
strategic initiatives, continuous process improvements and operations to the QA objectives as
demonstrated below. Each initiative will have associated metrics or KPI’s to track its progress against the
target values defined.
Table-5: Balanced Scorecard Mapping Metrics/KPI’s To QA Objectives
QA Objectives
Initiatives
Metrics / KPI’s

Increase Customer
Satisfaction by 20% over the
course of the year through
improved service levels,
better business and IT
alignment of QA

Extend quality across the
SDLC to enable early (preTest) defect detection for 90%
of the projects and achieve
pre-UAT DRE of 92% for all
projects

Reduce QA cost to 20% of
overall project cost, from the
current 24%, through multiple
efficiency levers (automation,
regression, onsite-offshore
ratio) and innovations.

Reduce major production
incidents in the area of
customer facing applications
such as eCommerce, Loyalty
and Stores

Target Value

Customer
escalations tracked
to closure with an
action/improvement
plan

95% of all
escalations
received

Conduct Periodic Operations
reviews with Key Internal
Customers and achieve
improvement in CSAT scores

CSAT score

20% Increase
on Q1 Baseline
to be achieved
by Q4

Integrate QA into a Business
Requirement Document (BRD)
and Functional Design (FD)
review process for 90% of all
2015 projects

Projects where QA
reviewed and signed
off on BRDs and FDs

90% of all 2015
projects

Drive increased adherence to
project change request
processes

Number of
(applicable) projects
where the defined
CR process was
followed

90% of all 2015
projects

Achieve pre-UAT DRE of 92%

Pre-UAT DRE

92% for all
2015 projects

Move to 20:80
onshore/offshore mix by end
of the year

On : Off ratio by
portfolio

Q2: 25-75
Q3: 22-78
Q4: 20-80

Increase Test Execution
productivity by 5% for projects

Test Execution
Productivity for
projects

43 Test Case
Points (TCP)
by Q4

Establish Regression Bus for
all major and minor releases

Regression Bus
Implementation
progress

Move from Quality Assurance
to Engineering by

Code profiling / code

Track customer escalations to
closure and track the
resulting QA improvement
actions to completion
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Contribute to faster IT
delivery by achieving 10%
reduction on the identified QA
dependencies/schedules
such as data refreshes,
environment provisioning and
web performance testing.

implementing code profiling &
coverage Tools

coverage tool PoC

Shift left automation to SIT on
at least 10 projects

Automation
leveraged in SIT

2 projects: Q2
4 projects: Q3
4 projects: Q4

Increase regression
automation coverage

% of regression gold
suite automated

75% by Q4

6 Conclusion
As described in the above sections of this paper, the role of the test manager is unmistakably at a
crossroad. Just as testing has evolved over time, the role of test manager too is going through interesting
and very essential transformations. Three distinct dimensions of the expanding role are that of technology
evangelization, multi-function integration and value management.
The transformations are very essential for quality assurance to keep up with the value demands on QA
from technology and business change agents.
The paper discusses a number of best practices and frameworks, mostly based on the author’s
successful prior experience with them. However, they are by not meant to be prescriptive. Each program
is different, and there can be several alternate solutions possible for the challenges.
The best practices and frameworks discussed here would qualify as excellent materials for detailed
analysis and study, and can thus contribute to the expansion of the body of knowledge in the area of
QA/test management.
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7 List Of Acronyms
Table-6: List of Acronyms
Acronym
Expansion
BRD
BSC
BAU
CR
CSAT
DRE
EVM
FD
IT
KPI
M&A
PM
PMO
PoC
PoV
QA
QMO
ROI
SDLC
SIT
SMART
SV
TCP
UAT

Business Requirements Document
Balanced Scorecard
Business As Usual
Change Request
Customer Satisfaction
Defect Removal Efficiency
Earned Value Management
Functional Design
Information Technology
Key Performance Indicator
Merger & Acquisition
Project Manager
Project Management Office
Proof Of Concept
Proof Of Value
Quality Assurance
Quality Management Office
Return On Investment
Software Development Life Cycle
System Integration Test
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely
Service Virtualization
Test Case Point
User Acceptance Test
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